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FPGAs for Makers
How to Build a High Resolution Pulse Width 

Measurement Tool Using  
Programmable Logic
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Presentation Objective
In this presentation I will show how to to get started with FPGAs using open source 
tools and readily available boards based on the the Lattice ICE40 series of devices. The 
project will be to build a pulse width measurement tool that has a resolution of 12.5 
nanoseconds and 64 bit capability.


Rick MacDonald


http://www.rocketmanrc.com


Actually I ended up at 10.04 ns resolution…

http://www.rocketmanrc.com
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About Me
• I had a 40 year career in several industries including Aerospace a couple of times.


•My technical area of expertise is embedded systems, both hardware and software. 

• I live in Atlantic Canada where we have long winters, perfect for working on electronics 
projects!


•For the past year and a half I have been privileged to be a full time Maker, but I have 
always been an electronics hobbyist.


• I like to say that I am on “permanent sabbatical”!
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Background
•Last year I started a project that I called OpenPPS the intent of which was to build a 
highly precise timing device that could be used for applications like time synchronization, 
frequency counting and pulse width measurement (information is on my website).


• I started using the iCEstick FPGA Evaluation Board (by Lattice) in a very simple way to try 
and diagnose performance issues that I was having.


• I ended up using the iCEstick and also the TinyFPGA to replace all the timing logic in 
order to get the performance I wanted.


•After my experience with that project I decided to create a general purpose pulse width 
measuring tool, both as a useful test instrument for the Maker lab and an example of 
what is achievable by hobbyists by using FPGAs.
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What is an FPGA?
• FPGA stands for “Field Programmable Gate Array”.

• It is essentially a circuit board on a chip that you program instead 
of changing wires.

• FPGAs have been available since the early 1990s but have never 
been very accessible to hobbyists. 

• I saw the TinyFPGA at the Maker Faire Bay Area in 2018 which 
made me very interested in learning how to program one. I started 
from scratch!
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The old way for electronics projects…

I built this in the 1980s. It is a home brew 68000 based computer, the same processor used in the original Apple Macintosh.
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The new way!

The iCEstick - available from all the major suppliers including Arrow and Digi-Key who are exhibiting here!.


Could even put a micro processor core on this FPGA!
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Getting Started

•First of all I have to say that this is not a 
trivial exercise and it may seem like 
climbing Mount Everest to begin with!


•But like even the longest journey it starts 
with a single step :-)
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Getting Started
•There are many FPGA evaluation boards 
available that are relatively inexpensive 
but in most cases you will need to use the 
manufacturer’s development tools (usually 
a “lite/free” version) to program them.


•Those development tools are generally 
very complex and are not easy to learn, a 
mountain to climb all by themselves.


• In the end you will likely be locked in to 
using that one manufacturer’s board and 
tools. 


A development board from Digilent with a Xilinx Spartan-7 FPGA
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Programming FPGAs

•How do you program FPGAs? You use a Hardware Description Language (HDL).


•The two most common HDLs are Verilog and VHDL. I am only going to talk about Verilog.


•Verilog is a programming language with a C like syntax, but you have to make a 
conceptual shift because it is inherently parallel in nature instead of sequential.


•Fortunately there are free and open source software (FOSS) tools available for the Lattice 
ICE40 series of FPGAs.
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A Simple Verilog Example
//-- Number of bits of the prescaler 
parameter N = 22; 

//-- divisor register 
reg [N-1:0] divcounter; 

//-- N bit counter 
always @(posedge clk_in) 
  divcounter <= divcounter + 1; 

//-- Use the most significant bit as output 
assign clk_out = divcounter[N-1]; 

This is what Verilog looks like. It looks like the C programming language but is actually more a description of what the hardware should do. I will try to explain it a bit later.
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iCE40 & IceStorm
•Why Lattice iCE40 FPGAs? Open Source development tools and quite a good selection 
of supported boards (17) so far!


• IceStorm is a set of tools that turns Verilog source code into a bitstream to load into the 
iCE40.


•Created by Clifford Wolf an Electronics Engineer and Professor in Vienna. First released in 
2015.


•Developed by reverse engineering the iCE40 bitstream generated from the Lattice 
iCEcube development tool. 

•The iCE40 was chosen because “It has a very minimalistic architecture with a very regular 
structure. There are not many different kinds of tiles or special function units.” There are 
also quite a good selection of devices available.
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iCE40 Architecture

Essentially a fabric of programmable logic blocks that are configured by “programming”.
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Example of IceStorm Compatible iCE40 Boards

Four of 17 total supported: iCEstick, iCE40-HX8K breakout board, TinyFPGA B2, Upduino 2.0. I have used all of these.
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Icestudio
•Having to first learn Verilog to get started developing is a big mountain in itself to climb!


•Fortunately there is Icestudio which is a graphical dataflow based development tool that 
builds on top of IceStorm.


•Simple logic elements can be graphically placed on a canvas and “wired” together.


•You can inspect the Verilog code for every existing logic element. 

•Code blocks can be added for Verilog code making it easier to get started with Verilog. 

•All of the IceStorm tools are run “under the hood”.
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Icestudio

Here is Blinky again! The system clock input is on the left to the prescaler and the output is connected to the LED.
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Icestudio example

I am going to show how to use Icestudio, an iCEstick 
and a $10 logic analyzer with PulseView as an effective 
development environment.


Disclaimer: I still consider myself a novice with all this!
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Logic Analyzer and iCEstick

For development I dedicate one of the 8 bit I/O headers on the iCEstick for the logic analyzer
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Logic Analyzer (e.g. Aliexpress)
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PulseView (open source)
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Icestudio

Let’s start with Blinky again and add an output to the logic analyzer. We place the blocks on the Icestudio canvas.
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Icestudio

Connect them together. Then build and upload (takes a few seconds).
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Icestudio

Show results from the logic analyzer with PulseView. You can see that it is 2.86 Hz.
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Icestudio

Let’s look at that prescaler again (double click). It is a wrapper around another block called PrescalerN. Double click again.
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Icestudio

So here’s the Verilog again that I showed a few slides ago. Here is the explanation: What this does is divide an input clock by a power of N. For the iCEstick the input 
clock is 12 MHz and the output would be 12 MHz divided by 2 to the 22 (the parameter) or 2.86 Hz. That’s suitable for blinking an LED so we have Blinky! A reg (e.g. 
divcounter) is like a static variable in C and has memory. It translates in hardware to one more flip flops. A wire (e.g. clock_out) is like a dynamic variable in C and does 
not retain it’s value after being assigned. In this case it is continuously assigned to the MSB of the counter. Note the always block and the strange looking assignment 
statement. This executes on the positive edge of the clock and all assignments would be done in parallel.
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Icestudio

Let’s do something a little more complicated and use some flip flops as a shift register to delay a pulse. The block divN divides the input frequency by an even number 
(for better display on the logic analyzer) so we go from 12 MHz to 1 MHz. Then we create a 1Hz pulse train by dividing the clock again by 1,000,000. We send the 1 Hz 
pulses to D0 and the 5 us delayed pulses to D1.
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Icestudio

Show results (5 us delay)
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Icestudio

Replace the flip flops with a simple shift register in Verilog
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Icestudio

Test again! Same result, good thing :-)
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Icestudio

Make the shift register variable in length and set to 10 (this is starting to show the real power of Verilog).
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Icestudio

Test again! I’m showing you something here that would be pretty difficult to accomplish with a micro controller and let it do anything else at the same time. 
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Pulse Width Measurement
•Measure pulse width at as high a resolution as possible (10 ns?).


•Have options to measure period & frequency and high and low pulses.


•Support an optional stabilized external clock (refer to OpenPPS project).


•Calibrate with GPS.


•Display the measurement and a simple U/I on a micro controller (M5Stack).


•Create a general purpose communications method for projects like this (I2C)


Now let’s finally talk about the actual project. Here are the requirements I started with.
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Pulse Width Measurement Tool

An iCEstick in a 3d printed case and a M5Stack (ESP32 based). Note that the resolution is ns! For testing purposes I am generating the pulse train in the M5Stack.
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Development Setup

Logic analyzer again!
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The Logic

Here is the overall logic for the system. The main components are the pulse width counter (pwc) block in the middle and the I2C slave block on the right. Note that I use 
the ICE40’s phase locked loop capability to boost the internal clock to 96 MHz from 12 MHz. This is to get the resolution I wanted.
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The Pulse Width Counter (pwc)

Here is the pulse width counter itself. Only a few lines of Verilog!
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The Pulse Width Counter Verilog Code
reg [63:0] counter; 
reg [63:0] width; 
reg lastPulse; 

always @(posedge clk) 
begin 
    if( pulse && ~lastPulse ) 
    begin 
        if( length ) 
            counter <= 0; 
             
        lastPulse <= 1; 
    end 
    else if( ~pulse && lastPulse ) 
    begin 
        width <= counter; 
        counter <= 0; 
        lastPulse <= 0; 
    end 
    else 
    begin 
        counter <= counter + 1; 
        lastPulse <= pulse; 
    end 

end 

assign data = width;

•‘pulse’ and ‘length are the block inputs


•a 64 bit data bus ‘data’ is the output


•the resolution is 10.42 ns with a total 
count range of 6100 years!


Yes I know that 64 bits isn’t needed!
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The I2C Slave

This came from another Maker (reference on my website). I just packaged it for Icestudio…
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The Result
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After GPS Calibration
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Some Things to Watch Out For 

•When interfacing a FPGA to an external signal (such as a pulse to measure) it has to be 
synchronized to the system clock (usually with 2 flip flops).


•Not all valid Verilog code can be synthesized for the hardware so my suggestion is keep it 
simple at least at first. 


•Make sure to cover all possibilities for ‘If’ and ‘Case’ statements to avoid latches. 

• Initialize all regs
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Conclusions

• Implementing digital logic with FPGAs is a challenge but a powerful tool.


• Icestudio and IceStorm are a gentle way to get into it.


•Transitioning to Verilog can be learn by doing and incremental.


•There is lots of sample Verilog code available to use and to learn from. 

•Boards based on the iCE40 are readily available and affordable.
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Questions?


